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Evaluation of the Community Bank Web Site 

This is the first of a new column that focuses on evaluating Web sites for financial
services companies. The evaluations are based on branding, architecture,
navigation, design and usability. It is important that financial services companies
develop their e-businesses to be consistent with the brands they have established
and provide the functionality and content required by their Users. There are great
opportunities for financial services companies to excel through their e-businesses
to increase their client base, streamline operations, improve customer service and
build lasting relationships with their clients. In the era of big conglomerates, a
stellar e-business for a smaller company can mean the difference between success
and failure.

The Community Bank (CB) makes a good effort to provide Users with the
information and functionality they think Users need. However, CB should focus on
improving their branding throughout the site and provide users with financial
services related experiences.

Community Bank Homepage
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There are two valuable functions provided by CB: the online banking feature and
the financial tools. The online banking feature provides options that I don't even
get with my Chase account such as the ability to export all account information
for use in Quicken and other software. The financial tools are useful and a
relevant feature for a financial service e-business:   Stock Quotes, Financial
Calculators, Credit Reports, Insurance Quotes and a Currency Converter.

In both cases, the tools seem to work well (I was using a demo account–a real-
time experience could be slower, depending on the reliability of their servers) but
the branding, design and navigation of these two features is weak. It appears that
CB has purchased pre-existing modules. That's fine. But they should have private
labeled them with this same look and feel of their site and improved their usability
in some instances.

The Homepage needs to step up a level in professionalism. Some images are not of
the highest resolution possible. The logo is used twice and the logo in the
company colors runs up vertically and looks like an afterthought rather than a
defining element on the page–as it should. There is an animated gif that links to
business locations and hours of operation. This is a great feature. But for some
reason, one frame of the gif states "Free Checking". Take it out! That is not
relevant to hours and location.

Homepage navigation is treated successfully with rollovers that link to
subsections. However on subsection pages, the left navigation it is not as effective
as it is on the Homepage. The pale green color of the type is hard to read against a
yellow background. Other than a slight indent, it's difficult to distinguish first and
second level links. A boldface font or underline would help highlight the first level
links.
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Kid's Korner

Community Bank tries to establish a sense of community by adding a Kids Korner,
a portal like news page and a shopping section. I must say, I doubt most Users will
visit these sections. The kid's section is provided by a third party and lacks CB
branding. Usability-wise, it was hard for me to figure out what to do, let alone a
kid! As for the news, with all major news organization sites a click away, I don't
see why anyone would read news from a banking site.

Local news would be more appropriate, but that section was under development.
When that section is completed, it should focus on business and finance news
within the community CB services. Feature stories about local businesses that
have become successes because of services provided by CB would be a great
value.
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Shopping section

By featuring a shopping section, Community Bank forces me to question the
neutral posture I would assume a bank would take. A notice on the shopping page
states "These commercial establishments have no official relationship with

United Bancorp. We provide this information as a convenience to United

Bancorp visitors. United Bancorp does not endorse or guarantee the quality or

services provided by these establishments." Hmm, this raises more questions
than answers. Do the listed shops pay for the privilege? Does the bank get a
percentage of sales? If it was clear that the vendors were bank clients, that would
add to the community aspects of the brand. Otherwise, leave the shopping to
shopping sites who do it more efficiently.

On some internal pages, there is a "house" banner ad at the top of the page. The
use of "house" banner ads has been proven to be ineffective. Instead, feature
important information using other graphic devices such as color, size, typestyle,
images and position on the pages that speak to the content featured.
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Overall, this e-business has missed an opportunity to capitalize on what its brand
can stand for: a bank that serves the community first and foremost. Eliminate
generic content and functions provided by third-party vendors and private-label
other value-added functions with the Community Bank look and feel. The good
news is there is a core to build on and improve.

If you are interested in receiving an evaluation of your site valued at $2,000,
please visit http://www.metdesign.com/workspace/evaluation.shtml.


